
 

 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge Organiser: September 2019 

Year 8 

 

“Wise men and women are always learning, always listening for fresh insights.” 

Proverbs 18:15 (The Message) 
 

 

 

 

Determination     –     Integrity     –     Ambition     –     Humility     –     Compassion 

Student Name: 



Using Your Knowledge Organiser 

Your teachers have worked hard to produce this document for you and have selected the most important knowledge that you will need to know to make good progress in 

their subjects. You should aim to learn all the information in your knowledge organiser off by heart.   

Try out some of the strategies listed here to help you achieve this.  

 

1. Read the knowledge organiser and ensure you understand it. 

Try and make links between the information on it and what 

you already know and do. 

 

2. Look, Cover, Write, Check – the traditional way of learning 

spellings! 

 

3. Create a Mnemonic – Using the first letters of keywords create 

a memorable sentence or phrase. 

 

4. Create an acronym – using the first letters of keywords to 

create a word to prompt you to remember all of the 

information. 

 

5. Write it out in full on a blank version of the same format. 

 

6. Write it out in note form, reducing it to key ideas or words. Try 

the same format but a smaller piece of paper. 

 

7. Recreate the knowledge organiser as a series of images and 

words 

 

 

 

8. Write a set of test questions for yourself using the organiser.  

 Answer these without the organiser the next day.  

 Swap your questions with a friend to increase 

challenge.  

 Turn your questions in to a game by putting them 

on cards and playing with friends. 

 

9. Chunk the knowledge into smaller bitesize sections of around 

5 pieces of information. Concentrate on mastering a chunk 

before you start on the next. 

 

10. Try to make connections between the information and people 

you know. E.g. Visualise yourself trying these strategies with a 

specific teaching group. 

 

11. Talk about the information on the knowledge organiser with 

another person. Teaching someone else about it helps us learn 

it. 

 

12. Say the information out loud – rehearse it like learning lines 

for a play, or sing it as if you are in a musical!  

 



Our Deepest Fear by Marianne Williamson 

 

Determination     –     Integrity     –     Ambition     –     Humility     –     Compassion 

1. Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate.  

2. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.  

3. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us.  

4. We ask ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, and fabulous?  

5. Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child of God.  

6. Your playing small does not serve the world.  

7. There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people will not feel insecure 
around you.  

8. We are all meant to shine, as children do.  

9. We were born to make manifest the glory of God that is within us.  

10. It is not just in some of us;  

11. It is in everyone and as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give others permission 
to do the same.  

12. As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others. 
 
 

 



Y8 Magnus Academy Homework Timetable September 2019 

To help you learn the contents of your knowledge organiser thoroughly, you will be required to show evidence of learning it as homework. Please write out the required 
section three times in your purple book, and be prepared to demonstrate your learning in the lesson.  

 

Hwk Set Week 1: Hwk Set Week 2: Hwk Set Week 3 Hwk Set Week 4 Hwk Set Week 5 Hwk Set Week 6 Hwk Set Week 7

w/c 2nd Sept W/c 9th Sept w/c 16th Sept w/c 23rd Sept w/c 30th Sept w/c 7th Oct w/c 14th Oct
English

Bugs
English 

Latin + Language

Maths
Technical Vocabulary- 
Sequences

Technical Vocabulary- 
Probability

Technical Vocabulary- 
Number Symbols

Technical Vocabulary- 
Number Symbols 

Science Words 1,2,3 Words 4,5,6 Words 7,8,9 Words 10,11,12 Words 13,14, 15 Words 16, 17, 18,19 Drawing magnetic fields

History Technical vocabulary   Key people section Middle passage section

Using sentence starters, 
describe two ways in 
which the conditions on 
middle passage were 
harsh. 

Reasons for ending 
slavery section

Using sentence starters 
(factors question), 
answer  “how far was the 
Civil  war the main reason 
for the ending of 
slavery?” 

Using the sentence 
starters (how useful), 
answer  “how useful is 
source A to an historian 
studying conditions on a 
slave plantation?”

Geography Technical vocabulary

Draw demographic 
transition model and 
research a country for 
each stage. 

Technical vocabulary 

Using push and pull  
factors as examples 
create push and pull  l ist 
for Newark 

Technical vocabulary 

Using map of Brigham 
explain why its location 
would be good for a new 
business, a student and a 
tourist. 

Technical vocabulary 

Spanish Chunk 1 Chunk 1 Chunk 1 All  chunks All chunks

Art
Copy information about 
Georgia  Fiennes  and 
answer the questions

Technica l  vocabulary key 
words

Technica l  vocabulary 

defini tions  1st 5
Technica l  vocabulary las t 
5 defini tions

Food Function of packaging Information on packaging
Di fference between 
dough and pastry

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY

Drama
Key elements of the 
Horror genre.

Choose 5 words from the 
technical vocabulary and 
memorise their meanings.

Read through and take 
notes on the Melodrama 
section.

RE Vocab/Video Q.1-10 / Video Q. 11-20 / video Vocab / video Q. 1-20 Q.1-20 Q.1-20

ICT Box 1 Box 2 Box 3 Box 4 Box 1 Box 2

Argue and Persuade 
techniques

Tier 2 vocabulary bank 2

Word bank 1 Word bank 1 Word bank 2 Word bank 2 Word bank 3 Word bank 3 Word bank 4

Subject

Tier 2 vocabulary bank 1 Tier 2 vocabulary bank 2 Technical vocabulary Argue and Persuade 
techniques

Tier 2 vocabulary bank 1



Half-Term: Autumn 1  Subject: Latin and Language 1   

 

Word Bank 3 

Latin English Latin  English 
barba beard captat catches 
carpunt seize ianua door 
de capillis down from his hair in arbore in a tree 
fluit flows in colle on a hill 
fundit pours modo only 
grex flock natant swim 
habet has Nereis sea nymph 
imber rain per fenestras through windows 
in agros onto fields piscis fish 
iratissimus very angry puella girl 
liquidis alis with watery wings puer boy 
littit sends sedet sits 
Notus Southern wind sub under 
rivus river urbs city 
volat flies vident see 

 

 

Word Bank 2 

Latin English Latin  English 

aenea bronze gladios swords 
aetas age habitant live 
aestatem summer hiemem winter 
aeternum eternal iam now 
agri fields in villis in houses 
alteras other Iuppiter Jupiter 
ancillae slave-girls mercatores merchants 
argentea silver naves ships 
aurea gold pecuniam money 
autumnum autumn prima first 
cibum cood pugnant fight 
communis communal secunda second 
congerunt pile up servi slaves 
creat creates sponte sua on their own 
dant give sunt are 
dominae mistresses tertia third 
domini masters quarta fourth 
faciunt make ver spring 
feminae women viri men 
ferrea iron visitant visit 

 

Word Bank 1 

Latin English Latin English 

aer air Lux Light 

aqua water miscet Mixes 
caelo/caelum sky Natura Nature 

calor heat Non Not 

cum with Oceanus Ocean 

frigido the cold Ponit Places 
est there is Separat Separates 

et and Sol sun 

in in Sunt Are 

in initio in the beginning Tandem At last 

in una mole in one mass Terra Land 

luna moon umbra shadow 
  Unda wave 

 

 

Word Bank 4 

Latin English Latin English 

apparet appears unus/una one 
avis bird audit hears 
bonus/bona good brevi tempore in a short time 
cadit falls dea goddess 
diu for a long time dicit says 
ecce! look! ducere to take on 
fessa tired forma shape 
igitur therefore iacite throw! 
in rate in a boat iaciunt throw 
nominee called incipiunt begin 
orant pray lapis stone 
paulatim little by little mollire to soften 
post multos dies after many days novas new 
quaerens seeking post terga behind your backs 
quod because subito suddenly 
soli alone solliciti worried 
subsidit subsides   
supersunt remain   

 



Half-Term: Autumn 1 Subject: Bugs – English     Assessment Objectives: AO1/AO2/AO5/AO6 

 

TIER 2 VOCABULARY BANK 1 

Controversial (adj) likely to go against popular opinion; something very different. 

Excusable (adj) able to be forgiven or excused. 

Lunatic (noun) a person who is mentally ill. 

Slaughter (verb) kill (animals) for food. 

Exploitation (noun) the act of treating someone unfairly in order to benefit from their 
work. 

Instinctive (adj) relating to or prompted by instinct; something that feels natural. 

Captivity (noun) the condition of being imprisoned or confined. 

Regulated (verb) control or maintain something so that it operates properly. 

Endangered  (adj) seriously at risk of extinction. 

Habitat (noun) the natural home or environment of an animal. 

Stimulation (noun) encouragement of something to make it develop or become more 
active. 

Enthralled (verb) capture the fascinated attention of. 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Summary The main points of something. 
 

Inference A conclusion reached on the basis of evidence. 

Insinuate Suggest or hint in an indirect and unpleasant way. 

Indicate Point out or show. 

Rhetoric The art of effective writing or speaking to persuade. 

Metaphor A direct comparison between two things, which is not literally applicable. 

Alliteration The occurrence of the same sound at the beginning of closely connected 
words. 

Discourse markers A word or phrase whose function is to organisation writing or speech into 
segments. 

First person A text written using the pronoun ‘I’. 

Third person A text using the pronouns ‘he’, ‘she’ or ‘they’. 

 

TIER 2 VOCABULARY BANK 2 

Seldom (adverb) not often; rarely. 

Flourish (verb) grow or develop in a healthy or vigorous way. 

Erupt (verb) break out suddenly and dramatically. 

Inadvertently (adverb) without intention; accidentally. 

Riddled (verb) fill or cover something, especially with something undesirable.  

Speckled (adj) covered or marked with a large number of small spots. 

Serviceable  (adj) fulfilling its function adequately; usable.  

Mirage  (noun) an unrealistic hope or wish that cannot be achieved. 

Renowned  (adj) famous or talked about by many people. 

Jubilant (adj) feeling or expressing great happiness and triump. 

Quip (noun) a witty remark. 

Credibility (noun) the quality of being trusted and believed in. 

 

ARGUE AND PERSUADE TECHNIQUES 

Rhetorical 
question 

A question that makes the audience think, but does not require an answer. 

Exclamatory style The use of exclamation marks to show strong emotion. 

Direct Address Words that speak directly to the reader or listener e.g. ‘you’. 

Statistics Numbers and figures that are factually accurate. 

Hyperbole Exaggeration. 

Anecdote A short personal account or story. 

Imperatives Command words e.g. Take, Place, Walk, Lift, Mix, etc. 

Rebuttal Counter argument – the other side of the argument. 

Humour Comedy or sarcasm used to entertain the audience. 

Emotive language Words that provoke strong emotions in the audience. 

 



Half-Term 1  Subject: Maths 8        Threshold Concept Link(s) Number.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY- Number 

Factor A number which divides exactly into another. 

Multiple A multiple is a number made by multiplying two 
other numbers. 

Prime A prime number has exactly two factors. 

Integer The positive and negative whole numbers. 

Estimate Usually a calculation where the numbers have been 
rounded before the operation is performed. 

Index (indices 
plural) 

An index is a power or exponent. 

Square root Is the number that was multiplied by itself to get to 
the square number. 

Square 
number 

Is a number that has been multiplied by itself. 

Cube number Is a number that is multiplied by itself then again by 
the original number. 

Cube root Is the number that was multiplied by itself and 
itself again to get the cube number 

Inverse The opposite mathematical operation.  

Reciprocal The number produced by dividing 1 by a given 
number 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY- Probability 
 

Likelihood  Needs a descriptive word- impossible, unlikely, 
evens, likely or certain. 

Probability Needs a numerical value between 0 and 1. 
Therefore a probability cannot be greater than 1 
or less than 0. 

Mutually 
exclusive 

Two events that cannot both occur. 

Bias When something leans to one outcome more 
than another. 

Fair Each outcome has an equal chance of occurring. 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY- Sequences 
 

Arithmetic 
sequence 

Is made by adding or subtracting the same value 
each time, this is known as a common difference. 

Geometric 
sequence 

Is made by multiplying by the same value each 
time, this is known as a common ratio. 

Fibonacci style 
sequence  

This is where the two previous terms are added 
together, to generate the next term. 

 

Symbols 

= Equal to / the same as 

< Less than 

> Greater than 

≤ Smaller than or equal to 

≥ Greater than or equal to 

≠ Not equal to 

≈ Approximately equal to 

 



Half-Term __1___________________  Subject ____Y8 Science _____          Theshold Concept Link(s)__Forces and Electromagnets__   

 

Pressure Topic Key Words 

10. Pressure The ratio of force to surface area in N/m2. 

11. Fluid A substance with no fixed shape, a gas or liquid. 

12. Hydraulic A system using liquid to multiply forces. 

13. Upthrust The upward force that a liquid or gas exerts on a 
floating object. 

14. Atmospheric 
pressure 

Caused by air molecules colliding with a surface. 

15. Stress The effect of a force applied to a solid. 

16. Stress = force ÷ 
area 

The equation use to calculate stress. 

17. Incompressible Cannot be squashed. 

18. Pascal and 
N/m2 

The units for pressure 

 

Magnetism Topic Keywords 
19. Magnetic field The area around a magnet where a force acts 

on another magnet or magnetic material. 

20. Magnetic force The force produced by magnetic materials. 

21. Magnetic poles The area at the end of a magnet where the 
magnetic field is strongest. 

22. Permanent magnet A magnet that produces its own magnetic field. 

23. Compass A device containing a small bar magnet that 
points in the direction of the Earth’s magnetic 
field. 

24. Non-contact force A force that acts even when objects are 
physically separated. 

25. Electromagnet A solenoid with an iron core. 

26. Solenoid A coil of wire with electric current flowing 
through it which produces a magnetic field. 

27. Current The flow of charge. 

 

Forces Topic Key Words 
1. Resultant 

force 
A single force which can replace all the forces acting on an object and have 
the same effect. 

2. Contact force A force that acts when the objects are physically touching. 

3. Drag The force acting on an object moving through air or water that causes it to 
slow down. 

4. Equilibrium The state of an object when opposing forces are balanced. 

5. Elastic limit The point at which an object will not return to its original shape when the 
forces deforming it are removed. 

6. Hooke’s law A law that states if you double the force on an object, the extension will 
double. 

7. Extension Change in length. 

8. Moment The turning effect of a force. 

9. Centre of 
mass 

The point in an object where all the mass of an object seems to act. 

 

The magnetic field of a permanent magnet 

The magnetic field of a solenoid 



Half-Term 1     HISTORY – SLAVERY          Cause, consequence, change, continuity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The middle passage  

The middle passage refers to the journey between Africa and the 
Caribbean/North America that slaves were forced to embark on.  

European ships would set sail from Europe, loaded with 
manufactured goods such as clothing and weapons. The ships would 
then sail to African countries and trade the manufactured goods with 
African tribes for slaves that they had captured.  

The slaves would then be taken to the Caribbean/North America to 
work on large farms known as plantations. The conditions of the 
slave’s ships were extremely terrible with large numbers people 
crammed into small spaces. They were regularly whipped and abused 
and many died during the passage.  

Once the ships reached the Americas, the slaves would be traded for 
raw material such as cotton. These raw materials would then be 
returned to Europe where they would be made into more 
manufactured goods. This cycle was known as Triangular trade.  

Reasons for ending slavery.   

Reason 1: The 1833 abolition of slavery act was passed in Britain 
which banned slavery in all British Colonies. Although this did not 
include the USA, this would of severly damaged their industry and 
contributed to the ending of slavery in the US in 1863.  
Reason 2: The American civil war in 1860 saw the North of the USA 
fight the South of the USA. The North of the USA believed that 
slavery should be abolished whereas the South supported slavery. 
The North of the USA won so slavery was abolished in all US states 
in 1863.  
Reason 3: The economy of the world started to change. People 
began to realise that production of goods would increase if workers 
were paid, rather than forced. As a result, profit would increase. The 
economy of the British empire was also so strong no that they no 
longer needed to profit from such an immoral trade.  

KEY PEOPLE 
OLAUDAH EQUIANO Former slave who wrote about his experiences 
HARRIET TUBMAN Escaped slave who helped others to escape too 
WILLIAM WILBERFORCE GB MP for fought for abolition in England 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN American President who abolished slavery 

KEY DATES 
1619 First African slaves arrive in America 

1807 
Slave Trade Act in GB meant slaves couldn’t be transported by ship, therefore prevented 
new slaves being brought to England 

1833 Slavery Abolition Act, made slavery illegal so slaves were freed. 

1863 Emancipation of Slaves in America 
 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

EMPIRE A large group of countries ruled over by one monarch 

COLONY A country under the political control of another country 

NATURAL 
RESOURCES 

Produce in its natural form, such as sugar cane, tobacco and 
cotton 

INDIGENOUS 
PEOPLES 

The original occupants of a country before European settlers 
arrived 

MANUFACTURED 
GOODS 

Goods that have been made, such as guns, cloth, pots and pans 

MIGRATION 
When people move from their homeland to a new country or 
region 

TIGHT PACK 
How slaves were packed onto a ship so the slavers could get as 
many as possibly on board 

LOOSE PACK 
When slaves were loaded onto the ships with move room to 
move 

PLANTATION The massive farms in America where slaves worked to grow 
crops 

ABOLITION Getting rid of a policy or law, in this case ending slavery 

 

Source A Moses Roper, Adventures and Escape of Moses Roper (1838) 

 

https://spartacus-educational.com/USASroper.htm


  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“How useful is the source to an historian studying….” 

 

A – The Source is useful because it shows…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore useful to an historian because 

it tells us….  

 

A – The provenance (date/author/type of 

source/location) is useful because…  

P – For example….  

E – This is makes the source even more useful 

because…  

“How convincing is the interpretation about….” 

This question is asking how believable is the content of what the source says. 

You need to support your answer with lots of your own knowledge to either 

prove it correct or disprove it.  

 

A – The Source is/is not convincing because it says…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore convincing/not convincing because I know that…  

 

A – The Source is/is not convincing because it says…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore convincing/not convincing because I know that because…  

History sentence starters! 

“Describe two ways that…”  

 

One way in which…  

This was because…  

Another way in which…  

This was because…  

 

 

Factor Question  

Introduction: Say what you are going to talk about in the essay. In this essay I will discuss…  

Paragraph 1: Talk about the factor in the question. E.g.  

The civil war caused the abolition of slavery because…   

Paragraph 2: Think of another factor of your choice that is related to the question. E.g. Another factor that led to the abolition of 

slavery was….  

Paragraph 3: Think of another factor of your choice that is related to the question. E.g. Another factor that led to the abolition of 

slavery was….  

Conclusion: Explain which factor you think overall caused the biggest change/development. and explain why! 



Half-Term 1                                              Subject Geography                                                         Threshold Concept Link(s) Population and Settlement  

 

  

Push Factors-  a factor that 

encourages people to move 

from a place 

Pull Factors-  a factor that 

encourages people to move to 

a place 
 Lack of services 

 Lack of safety 

 High crime rate 

 Crop failure 

 Drought 

 Flooding 

 Poverty 

 War 

 Higher employment 

 More wealth 

 Better services 

 Good climate 

 Safer, less crime 

 Political stability 

 More fertile land 

 Lower risk from natural 
hazards 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Population All the inhabitants of a particular 

place. Death Rate The number of deaths to the 

population usually calculated as the 

number of deaths per one thousand 

people per year. Birth Rate The number of live births per 

thousand of population per year. 

Natural increase the difference between births and 

deaths 

Urbanisation An increase in the proportion of 

people living in urban areas compared 

to rural areas. 

Counter Urbanisation Where people move from urban areas 

to rural areas. 
Suburbanisation the process by which suburbs grow as 

a city expands outwards 

Inequality differences between people, in terms 

of factors such as; poverty, wealth, 

wellbeing, employment opportunities, 

housing, education etc. 

Megacity a city with a population over 10 million 

people 

Migration  The movement of people from one 

place to another. 
 

The Demographic Transition Model  



Half-Term September 2019  Subject Spanish Y8 Technology  Threshold Concept Link(s): Recognise full opinions , questions , 100 infinitives 

and how to conjugate in preterite 

       Week 2    Week 1  

CONNECTIVE 
because- 

In my opinion Verb ADJECTIVE 

 
 
 

En mi opinión   
 
A mi juicio 
 
A mi modo ver 
 
Para mí 
 
Desde mi punto de visita 

 
 
 
 
Es – it’s 

Agradable = pleasant 

porque  
 

Antiguo - old 

 Caro - expensive 

dado que Barato - cheap 

 Entretenido - entertaining 

puesto que  Estupendo - great 

 Genial - brilliant 

ya que  Guay – cool 

 Útil - useful 

 Inútil - useless 
 

OPINION Infinitive 

Me fastidia (n) = I get annoyed Escuchar – to listen 

Me fascina (n) = It fascinates me Descargar – to download 

Me divierto – I have fun Sacar – to take 

Me decepciona – It disappoints me Colgar - to post 

Me da igual – I’m not bothered Hacer  - to do  

Me disfruto de = I enjoy Mandar – to send 

Prefiero – I prefer Comprar – to buy 

Vale la pena – it’s worth Enviar – to send 

Estoy harto de – I’m fed up of Twitear – to send a tweet 

Estoy a favour de – I am in favour of Escribir – to write 
 

Time-phrase VERB NOUN 

Ayer descargué Canciones - songs 

Por la mañana escuché Musica - music 

Por la tarde Saqué fotos 

Por la noche Colgué videos 

Anteayer  Hice Los deberes 

Más tarde Escribí comentarios 

El fin de semana pasado Mandé mensajes 

 

 

CONNECTIVE VERB NOUN 

Después descargamos Canciones 

Sin embargo   Escuchamos Musica 

Por otro lado 
 

Sacamos Fotos 

Por otra parte Colgamos Videos 

Además  
 

Hicimos Los deberes 

Por lo tanto Escribimos Coemntarios 
Entonces Mandamos mensajes 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 3               Week 4 



Half-Term September 2019  Subject Spanish Y7 School  Threshold Concept Link(s): Recognise full opinions , questions , 100 infinitives and 

how to conjugate in the present tense. 

                 

Vocabulario 1 - nouns 

El archivo File 

Los videojuegos Videogames 

El correo basura Junk mail 

El mensaje de 
texto 

Text messages 

El muro Wall 

El ordenador Computer 

La pantalla Screen 

El portátil Laptop 

Un periódico 
digital 

Online 
newspaper 

Una revista 
digital 

Online article 

Las redes 
sociales 

Social media 

El teclado Keyboard 

El ratón Mouse 

El buscador Search engine 

La contraseña Password 

 

Vocabulario 2 - infintives 

Cerrar To close 

Acceder To access 

Imprimir To print 

Borrar To erase 

Crear To create 

Funcionar To work 

Grabar To record 

Guardar To keep 

Trabajar To work 

Navegar To surf 

Publicar To publish 

Recibir To receive 

Adjuntar To attach 

Desactivar To block 

Abrir To open 

 

Vocabulario 3 - adjectives 

Inalámbrico  Wireless 

Lento Slow 

Rápido Fast 

Viejo Old 

Maravillso  Great 

Nuevo New 

Gratuito Free(of charge) 

Gratis Free (of charge) 

Prohibido Forbidden 

Permitido Allowed 

Abierto Open 

Cerrado Closed 

Roto  Broken 

Arreglado Fixed 

 

Vocabulario 4 - 

Connectives 

A pesar de  In spite of 

Por eso For that reason 

Asi que  So / therefore 

Aunque Although 

Pues Then / since 

Tal vez May be / 
perhaps 

Aparte de  Apart from 

Sin duda Obviously 

Claro que Of course 

Es decir In other words 

Mientras que Whereas 

Aun (si) Even if 

Pero But 

Y And 

O  Or  

 



 

 

Half-Term: HT1+2     Subject: Y8 Art    Threshold Concept Link(s): Develop ideas in response to an artist and through different media. 

 

      

   

     Georgia Fiennes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Cowboy Katie                Ampers and hippo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               Cow in white light                                         Ampers and zebra 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Response A reaction (to the work of an 
artist) 

Surrealism An Art style where the images 
could never happen in real life 

Analyse To examine in detail 

Composition How objects, shapes and patterns 
are arranged 

Juxtaposition Placing two contrasting items 
next to each other 

Pattern A series of repeated shapes 

Review Evaluate 

Reflect Reconsider and modify 

Develop To evolve, grow and improve 

Collage The technique of sticking paper to 
2D work 

Georgia Fiennes is a British artist born in London in 1979. 

She is well known for creating amusing images where she 

places animals in strange places or dresses them in shoes or 

jewellery. 

Answer the following questions; 

1. Why do you think these pictures might be described as surreal? 

 

 

2. Why do you think these pictures might be described as funny? 

 

 

3. How would you describe these pictures and which one is your favourite and why? 

 

 



Half-Term _Year 8 Subject – HT 1                   Knowledge Organiser                    Packaging and sensory analysis 

 

Function of packaging 

Protection From being damaged and crushed 

preservation Keep the food sealed so bacteria can’t get in 

Transportation The food can be stacked and stored in shops or 
at home 

information Required to know how to cook, store, eat by etc 

Essential information  

Nutritional advise Quantity of fat, protein, carbs are in the food 

 List of ingredients In descending order, the least is last 

Origin and manufacturer So complaints can be made 

Weight So price comparisons can be made with similar  

Use by date and Methods of storage Food has maximum shelf life, avoid poisoning 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Rubbing in Fat is rubbed in to flour to make shortcrust pastry 

gluten The protein in wheat 

Kneading Stretching and pounding dough in bread making 

Proving Putting dough in a warm place to allow it to rise 

Food safety Correct handling of food to prevent food poisoning 

Health and safety Accident prevention during food preparation 

Food poisoning A bacteria found in food which causes illness 

Food quality Consistent appearance, colour, shape and size 

shortening Occurs when rubbing in to inhibit gluten by coating 
flour 

Sensory analysis Comparing similar products by tasting 

 

 Information on packaging  

Nutritional advise Quantity of fat, protein, carbs are in the food 

List of ingredients In descending order, the least is last 

Origin and manufacturer So complaints can be made 

Weight So price comparisons can be made with similar  

Use by date and Methods of storage Food has maximum shelf life, avoid poisoning 

Methods of cooking Food is cooked correctly and not spoilt 

Traffic light system Tells you the percentage of your RDA 

RDA Recommended daily allowance 

Barcode Security, price and stock information 

  

 

Differences between dough and pastry 

Dough Pastry 

Use warm water Use cold water 

Knead to activate yeast Handle as little as possible 

Prove in a warm place Rest in a cold place 

Want to activate gluten, make dough stretchy Don’t want to activate gluten, pastry is short 

 
 

 

 
 

 



Categories of wood 

  Hard wood Oak used for high end furniture 
Ash used for sports equipment 
Beech used in children’s toys 
Mahogany used for outdoor furniture 

Soft wood Spruce used in construction 
Parana pine used for high end furniture 
Red Cedar used for outdoor cladding 
Scots pine used for  

Manufactured 
board 

MDF used for flat packed furniture 
Chip board used for kitchen work tops 
Plywood used for making boats 

 

 

Finishes that can be applied on wood 

Danish oil Kitchen work tops 

Clear Varnish  Outdoor and  indoor Furniture 

Stain Outdoor fencing and sheds 

Paint Doors and frames 

Wax Indoor furniture 
 

 

Components  

Nut and bolt  Needs a clearance hole to fit in. 

 Used to connect two or more objects 
together (any material). 

  

Round headed 
screw 

  

Counter sunk screw  
 

 

 

 

 

ACCESS FM – Design considerations 

Aesthetics Describing its appearance. 

Cost How much to make and sell it for? 

Client Who is the product aimed at? 

Environment Where will it live? 

Sustainability Is it made from materials that are easily replace? 

Safety Sharp corners? 
Loose components? 
Unstable? 
Comes apart easily? 
Nontoxic materials! 

Function How will it work? 

Materials & Manufacture What will it be made from? 
What equipment is needed to make it? 

Specification A detailed list of requirements that describes what the 
product 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwje7ZumnafdAhXFFiwKHWZjDTMQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/ms-nuts-and-bolts-14778580888.html&psig=AOvVaw0kuCmzq4ZAVnEi5gD59u1-&ust=1536352519045590
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjnzcDBnafdAhXL3SwKHb4ACewQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/145452262943957449/&psig=AOvVaw2VP6LqXKpC3-CnSaMlDQ5F&ust=1536352570387122
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjSwLfvnafdAhVFDCwKHdJbBpUQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.indiamart.com/proddetail/flat-head-wood-screw-10623081433.html&psig=AOvVaw1bijsN6I0xmWSn2m_LEG1o&ust=1536352632220258
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjazfrnnqfdAhUI3SwKHYIVDDwQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.toolstation.com/shop/Painting%2B%26%2BDecorating/d150/Emulsion%2B%26%2BGloss%2BPaint/sd3173/Crown%2BBreatheasy%2BMatt%2BEmulsion%2B2.5L/p10413&psig=AOvVaw1RUDbOifllpaATGnXMGwjd&ust=1536352923355657
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwirpNCHn6fdAhUIkywKHZ5-AacQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://bargain-outlets.com/department/paint/interior-wood-stains/product/6528030/majic-wood-stain-mahogany-quart&psig=AOvVaw1oo4a9RGU0ToLxMx2fHHaa&ust=1536352990096486
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwix7JfCn6fdAhVBhSwKHbyqDWoQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.amazon.co.uk/Everbuild-EVBWVARCLS07-Quick-Wood-Varnish/dp/B008VPDOTU&psig=AOvVaw0mbUx0PfI2xieajCwvF8R8&ust=1536353110659234


      HT1                                                                                Subject: Physical Education                                                 Threshold Concept Link(s):  A, C & E  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                         

 

Terms used to describe movement 

Flexion Bending limbs at a joint E.g. Bending of the legs at the knees. 

Extension Straightening your limbs at a joint. 

Abduction  Movement away from the mid line of the body. 

Adduction Movement towards the mid line of the body. 

Circumduction Where the limb moves in a circle E.g. Bowling a cricket ball.  

Rotation Where the limb moves around it’s long axis E.g. occurs in the hip 
performing a golf swing.  

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Cardiovascular Fitness The ability to exercise the whole body for a 
long period of time, sometimes called 
stamina. 

Flexibility The range of motion (ROM) at a joint. 

Muscular Strength  The amount of force a muscle can exert 
against a resistance. 

Body Composition The percentage of body weight that fat, 
muscle and bone. 

Agility The ability to change position of the body 
quickly in a controlled movement. 

Speed The ability to put body parts into motion 
quickly. 

Muscular Endurance  How long a muscle or group of muscles can 
sustain exercise.  

Heart Rate The speed at which the heart beats. 

Respiration The action of breathing, the release of energy 
from glucose in the muscles. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Christian Practices 

1 What is a group of Christians called? Denomination 

2 What are acts of devotion or praise called? Worship 

3 What is communicating with God called? Prayer 

4 What is the name of the prayer Jesus taught his disciples? The Lord’s Prayer 

5 What are rituals through which believers receive special blessings from God 
called? 
 

Sacraments 

6 What is the ritual through which people become members of the Church called? Baptism 

7 What is a service of thanksgiving in which Jesus’ death and resurrection are 
celebrated called? 

Eucharist 

8 What is a ceremony to welcome a young person or adult into the Christian 
religion using full immersion called? 

Believers’ baptism 

9 What is an initiation ceremony carried out by a bishop bestowing the gift of the 
Holy Spirit called? 

Confirmation 

10 Name two types of prayer. Prayers for others and prayers of 
thanks to God. 

11 Name two responses, by Christians, when prayers aren’t answered. The prayers are answered but not 
in the way we expect; the prayer 
isn’t answered in the timescale we 
expect. 

12 Name two sacraments accepted by Protestants Baptism and Eucharist 

13 Name two further sacraments accepted by Roman Catholics Confirmation, reconciliation. 

14 What is the importance of baptism for Christians? It marks a Christian’s journey with 
God. 

15 What is the importance of reconciliation for Roman Catholics? He allows Christians to think about 
their walk with God. 

16 Who baptized Jesus? John the Baptist 

17 What happened after Jesus was baptized? He received the Holy Spirit 

18 Give two reasons why is Baptism important to Christians It is the first right which allows all 
the rest; The person is cleansed of 
sin. 

19 What do Christians receive after their baptism? The gifts of the Spirit 

20 Who did Jesus tell his disciples to baptism people in the name of? Father, Son and Holy Spirit 

Yr 8 T1 Christian Practices TECHNICAL VOCABULARY AND QUOTES 

Belief An acceptance of something that exists or is true 

Believe To accept that something is true 

Denomination A group of people 

Worship Acts of religious praise, honour or devotion 

Prayer Communication with God 

The Lord’s Prayer The prayer that Jesus taught to his disciples 
(followers) 
 Sacrament Rituals through which believers receive special 
blessings from God 
 Baptism The ritual through which people become 
members of the Church 

Holy Communion (Eucharist) A service of thanksgiving in which Jesus’ death 
and resurrection are celebrated 

Believers’ baptism A ceremony to welcome a young person or adult 
into the Christian religion using full immersion. 
 
 

Confirmation An initiation ceremony carried out by a bishop 
bestowing the gift of the Holy Spirit 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmfSwi3ZKH4 – The sacraments 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzFjti8rAug – The importance of the sacraments 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUWmnTzSnDs – Types of prayer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3xUIcCqAjU Jesus is baptised 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoPEMVTAl9M – Adult Baptism 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hysJSb38mCQ – Infant Baptism 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmfSwi3ZKH4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzFjti8rAug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUWmnTzSnDs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3xUIcCqAjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoPEMVTAl9M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hysJSb38mCQ


Half-Term- 1       Subject- Year 8 Drama- Genre   Threshold Concept Links-    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Generate ideas in response to a stimulus and create a 
performance using drama techniques. 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Genre Different styles of theatre. 
 

Body language How you move/hold your body to show attitude and feelings. 

Victorian 
Melodrama 

1800s plot- big vocal and physical actions.  It includes stock characters 
of Heroes and Villains. 

Horror Theatre that attempts to scare and build suspense. 

Naturalism Theatre that tries to look life real life. 

Elizabethan 
Theatre 

English theatre in the reign of Elizabeth I. 

Slapstick Big physical and visual humour 

Epic Political theatre from the early 1920s and 1930s.    

Verbatim Documentary style of theatre. Uses interviews and real life events. 

 

Key elements of the Horror Genre: 
• Suspense 
• Tension 
• Atmosphere 
• Music 
• Sound effects 
• Character 
• Plot 
• Unknown 
• Fear 
• Scared 
• Frighten 
• Narration 

 



Half-Term 3  Subject: Computer Science  Threshold Concept Link(s) Recognise patterns / processes and re-use instructions 

 

Operating Systems 

Operating System (OS) Android, Windows 10, Linux,  

Kernel A kernel is the foundational layer of an operating system (OS). It 
functions at a basic level, communicating with hardware and managing 
resources, such as RAM and the CPU 

Applications Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Publisher 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

File Management The OS manages how data is organised into files 

Device Drivers A device driver is a program that controls a particular type of device that 
is attached to your computer 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Variable Something that can be changed 

Interaction The act of talking or doing things with something 

Sprite A computer graphic which may be moved on-screen and otherwise 
manipulated as a single entity 
 Counters An incremental value 

Functions A function is a type of procedure or routine 

Loop A loop is a sequence of instruction s that is continually repeated 
until a certain condition is reached 

DPA Data Protection Act 

Operating System The low-level software that supports a computer's basic functions, 
such as scheduling tasks and controlling peripherals 
 Decomposition Breaking a complex problem or system into parts that are easier to 
conceive, understand, program, and maintain 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

 

Programming 

Sprite A computer graphic which may be 
moved on-screen and otherwise 
manipulated as a single entity 
 Constant variable A variable that has been set to a given 
value and does not change 

 

When the green flag is clicked / initiated 
 
 
Set variable score to 0 
 
Show onscreen “What is 3 x 3? “ and 
wait for answer 
If answer = 9 
 
Change variable score +1 
 
Show onscreen “Correct” 
 
If answer does not equal 9 
Show onscreen “Incorrect” 
 
 
Show score on screen 

 

PC Capabilities  

CPU Central Processing Unit, Sometimes referred to simply as the central 
processor, but more commonly called processor, the CPU is the 
brains of the computer where most calculations take place  

Graphics Card A programmable logic chip (processor) specialized for display 
functions. The GPU renders images, animations and video for the 
computer's screen  

RAM Random Access Memory is the place in a computing device where 
the operating system (OS), application programs and data in current 
use are kept so they can be quickly reached by the device's processor  

Hard Disk A rigid non-removable magnetic disk with a large data storage 
capacity 
  

Power Supply A power supply is a hardware component that supplies power to an 
electrical device 

 

Heat Sink A heatsink is a device that attaches to a microprocessor to keep it 
from overheating by absorbing its heat and dissipating it into the air 

 

Motherboard A motherboard is the main printed circuit board (PCB) in a computer 

 

 



Half-Term 1    Subject;  Music Y8         Threshold Concept Link(s) Area of Study; Rhythm & Metre 2 

  

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Semibreve A semibreve is 4 beats in duration 

Minim A minim is 2 beats in duration 

Crotchet A crotchet is 1 beat in duration 

Quaver A quaver is ½ a beat in duration 

Semiquaver A semiquaver is ¼ a beat in duration 

Semibreve Rest A semibreve rest is a break in the music that is 4 beats in duration 

Minim Rest A minim rest is a break in the music that is 2 beats in duration 

Crotchet Rest A crotchet rest is a break in the music that is 1 beat in duration 

Quaver Rest A quaver rest is a break in the music that is ½ a beat in duration 

Semiquaver Rest A semiquaver rest is a break in the music that is ¼ a beat in duration 

Time Signature A time signature tells you how many beats are in a bar, and how the beat is measured 

 

Musical Maths 

 

Rhythm Pattern Exercise 

Complete the rhythm on the stave below in pencil to match the words, using the key above. 

 

Note Values 

 

 

 

 

A semibreve = 4 whole beats 

 

A minim = 2 whole beats 

 

A crotchet = 1 whole beat 

 

A quaver = ½ a beat 

 

A semiquaver = ¼ a beat 

 

 
A semibreve rest = 4 whole beats 

 

A minim rest = 2 whole beats 

 

A crotchet rest = 1 whole beat 

 

A quaver rest = ½ a beat 

 

A semiquaver rest = ¼ a beat 

Helpful Rhythm Patterns 

 

      Le – mo – nade,               Co – ca co – la,                 Co – ffee,                         Tea 
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